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Abstract
.Mostnumericalschemes
are implementedon uniformgrids.

a finite volume ENO scheme. The grid adaption component dynamically changesthe grid in order to maintain a
nearly uniform truncation error throughout the domain.

But often uniform grids, in an attempt to resolve fine- The uniform error enables the scheme to use a minimal
scale features, use a fine uniform mesh and over-resolve number of cells.
areasof the domain. Methods which usenon-uniformgrids
Admissible
gridsare of the formxj+i - xj + 2-JA,
usually maintain the same grid for all time steps. These wherej = 0..J. (J and A are user parameters.) Based
algorithms require an a priori knowledgeof the regions on these grids, refinement and coarseningprocessesare
which need a smaller mesh size. There are two possible defined. Refinement is defined as dividing a cell in half;
types of problemswhere these methods fail to provide an Coarseningis definedas the combinationof two adject cells
optimal grid. The first is when the area needinga smaller of equal size.
mesh is unknown before the computation. The secondis
To demonstrate
how the decision whether to refine or
when the area needinggreaterresolutionmovesthroughout coarsenthe grid is reached,considerthe first order central
the domain. The method providedhere will efficientlyfind differenceapproximationto the first derivative of f(x).
the computational grid and adapt the grid so that the grid
is always optimal.
=
f •)
xj+• - xj
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Introduction

(2)
f'(xj)
- f(xj.•)
- f(x•)
<_e
+O((z'9+•
- x9)2).

Essentially
Non-Oscillatory
(ENO) [1,2] schemes
aregood
high-order methodsfor problemswith sharp gradientsand
shocks. However, these high order schemesobtain a solution at the cost more cpu time. These schemesrequire
nmltiple cpu intensive if-then statementsto be executed at
each data point and each time step. To reduce the number
of computationsthis method was designedto find an optimal grid •vhich gives uniform accuracy using a minimal
number of cells. Section 2 describesmany of the concepts
and terms associated with ENO

schemes.

The method purposedhere is an Adaptive Grid Essen-

tially Non-Oscillatory(AGENO) scheme. More specifically, AGENO is the application of an adaptive grid to
xDivision of Applied Mathematics, Bro•vn University, Providence
R.I.

02192.

Therefore the truncation error is lessthan e plus a quan-

titythandecays
likeA2. Butif (xj+•- xj) _>2e/fj,then
the truncation error is too large and the grid needsto be
refined.The requirementsfor whetherto coarsenthe grid
are similar.

While the above construction

is for first order

finite difference,Section3 describesan analogousconstruction for high order finite volume computations.
The tests for refinementand coarseningalso require
if-then statements. Thereforewhen and where to apply
these tests needs to be consideredfully. These decisions
are basedon the characteristics
of the PDE beingsolved.
Advection, diffusion, and the non-linear effects associated

with the PDE influencethesedecisions.Properapplication
of refinementand coarseningtestsensuresthat cpu time is
still minimized. Section4 describesthe actual procedures
which changethe grid and their application.
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The results in one dimension demonstrate the consider-

able cpu time that can be savedusingAGENO. AGENO
appliedto Burgers'equationusedone eighth the number
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of ceils and took one tenth the amount of cpu time com-

pared to ENO (section5). Applying AGENO to Euler's
gas equationswith discontinuousinitial conditionslead to
cpu time of one third of the uniform fine grid computation.

2

ENO

schemes

This paper describesdescribesan adaptive grid algorithm
which is applied to essentiallynon-oscillatoryuniformly
accurate scheme for the solution of one dimensional hyperbolic systemsof conservativelaws.

+

(3)

= 0

0) = 0(x)

Hereu = (u•. u2,...,um)r is the statevectorandF(u),
the flux, is a vector valued function with m components.
Let

a F(•).

(4)

2.1

PDE

95

attributes

In order to designan adaptive grid algorithm for a numerical method, it is important to understand the PDE which
it is solving. This section briefly describesthe different
characteristicsof PDE, so that refinement and coarsening
of the grid can be done intelligently.

Advection-the wave-likepropagation of features throughout the domain.
Fine-scale features will propagate
throughout the domain, requiring either refinement and
coarseningof the grid.
Non-linear

effects-formation

wise smooth

data.

The

of fine structure
formation

from other-

of shocks and

con-

tact discontinuitiesare both examplesof non-linear effects.
This will may require refinement of the grid anywhere in
the domain.

Dissipation-viscousforces smoothing out features in the
domain. This will only require coarseningof the grid anywhere in the domain.

Since this paper is only concernedwith hyperbolic sys-

tems.A(u)has m real eigenvalues,
{h;.(u)xm
anda com- 2.2 Cell averages
Jk:l
plete set of right and left eigenvectors,
{r•(u)}•
and
Insteadof solvingthe partial differentialequation(3). the
{l•.(u)}• •_1' Furthermoreassumethat r•l• = 5jk'
cell averagedformulation of the partial differential equation is solved instead. The cell averaged formulation is
obtainedby integratingthe PDE over any connectedsub-

Examples 2.1

i. Iniscid Burger'sequationF(x) = x2,

ut+ (u2),,.=O
ii. One dimenional Euler gas equationsfor conservation

set of the domain. ie. for the problelnon [0,1]. integrate
over [a,b], where0 _< a < b _< 1. This yieldsthe cell
averageform of the PDE

(5)

d-• u(x,t)dx
= F(u(b,t))F(u(a,t)).

of density. momentum and energy

wt + F(w)., = 0
with

Nowdiscretize
usingthepointsx;+l/2, wherex_i/.2 = O,
xx+t/2 = 1, andxj_i/2 < x;+t/2. Furthermore
define
(6)

ag(t) =

u(x,t)dz.
•X3--1/2

and

-o

(7)

u(x,O)dx.
X3-1-1/2

wherep is the density,m is the momentum,and E is

This producesthe more familiar cell average form of the

the enrgy. Also

PDE
d

F(w) =

P

(8)

Zg:(t)+ F(u(xj+i/2,t))
- F(u(x;_t/2,t))
=0
-o

Pu

withu - m/p (velocity)
andP = (3,- 1)(E - 1t9U2
•
(pressure)and */ is the polytropicgas constant.

Physically this can be thought of as the quantity •vithin
cell j changesby the amount of the quantity entering from
the left and exiting from the right.

AGENO

2.3

Scheme
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Formalization

of grid

With the discretazitiondefinedabove,additional grid def-

2.5

Conservative

numerical

schemes

Equation (8) gives rise to a semi-discretenumerical

initionsarenecessary.
Let Cj = [xj-1/2,Xj+l/2]. Restrict scheme,
the cell sizes such that,

(0)

(14)

Icjl = 2-w'•x

•lc•l = 1.

d

where
•j+1/2isanestimate
ofF(u(xj+s/2)).
Define

wherewj • [0,S], A = •. R is thecoarsest
resolution(15) ]j+l/2: •'[Rj(•rj+l/2,t),Rj+l(•rj+l/2,t)]
.
and S is the number of levels of refinement.
Also define
xj = (x;-1/2 + xj+1/2)/2 and Aj = (x•-1/2 - Xj+l/2).
The set of all grids •vhich meet these conditions is defined

9r[u,v] is calledthe numericalflux. There are two conditions on the numerical

flux.

as •0. Equation (6) can be re-written as

(10)

a;(t)
=• u(z,
t)dx.

Throughout A will be referred to for the analysis some
interpolation errors. To obtain more exact error quantities,

i. Consistency

•[•, •,]: F(•)
ii. Lipschitz Continuous

productsof differentA•'s shouldbe usedinsteadof the

Ioqr'[
tt,•;1]-- oqr'[
t•, u2]l_<KlVl - v21
I•[ul, v] - •[u.o.vii 5 tCtux- u2l.

products of A. But it is the feelingof the author that it is
sufficientto bound the errors using A.
2.4

Reconstruction

2.5.1

Equation(8) requires
the evaluation
or F(u(xj+l/2,t)).
Howeveronly a knowledgeof fij is available.Thereforea
reconstruction
of u(x) fromfij is required.DefineR(x; a)
as the interpolating polynomial of degreep which recon-

structsu(x) froma. Alsolet Rj(x: •) be the interpolation
polynomialof degreep whichreconstructs'u(x) on the cell

Cj. Then R(x; i•) = Rj(x; •) for x • Cj.
Properties

Specific fluxes

Definethe firstorderreconstruction
Rj(x, a) - aj. Using
this example of a reconstructionwill make examples of
specific fluxes easier.

Examples 2.2 (Scalar flux functions)
ß Lax Friedrich

2.1 Reconstructionvia. ENO Interpolation

R(x; •) satisfies:

1

i. At all points x for which there is a neighborhoodwhere

oSr'[•j,
fij+l]: • (F(•j+I)
a = max

u(x) is smooth
(11)

/I•(x;•) : •L(•) -•-O(h p)
ß Local Lax Friedrich

ii.

R is conservative.

(12)

R(x•;•) -aj

1

ß
?[•j,•j+l]= • (F(fij+l)
+ F(aj)q-o•)(•j+
1- •j))
% - max IF(u(x))l

iii. R(x:a) is essentiallynon-oscillatory.

(13)

TV(R(x; •)) Z rv(7./)-•- O((A)P)

.r • C•

ß Godunov

Property iii ensuresthat the reconstruction R is essen-

tially non-oscillatory.
This guarantees
that R(x) doesnot
have Gibbs-likeoscillations
of (.9(1). HoweverR(x) may
haveoscillationon the orderof Ap. [2, 3, 4].

min•,<,•<a,+•F(u)
if • > •j+l
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ß •oe

2.5.2

95

Time integration

Equation(14) is a systemof ordinarydifferentialequations
for the variablesaj. To solvethesesystemsany of the
many ODE solvers can be used. The third order Total

Variation DiminishingRunge-Kutta[6] was usedfor all
computationsperformed for this paper.

2.6
The computation of the flux function for a system of
equationsis not much different than for scalar equations.
The most common flux used for systems is the Roe flux.
The Roe flux requires that the absolute value of the Ja-

ENO interpolation

The goal is to createan interpolationalgorithm which satisfiesproperties2.1. This hasbeenaccomplished
by Harten

el al. [3, 2, 4]. Sinceonlythe cellaverages
of the function
u(x)
are
known,
the
reconstruction
must
be carriedout
cobianMatrix A(u) to be computed. The first example
using
u(x)'s
primitive
function.
Define
is the extension of Roe's scalar flux function to systems.
This flux function does violate entropy conditionsof the
PDE. Therefore Roe's scheme with an Entropy fix is also

(19)

U(x) =

u(y)dy.

presented.For furtherinformationsee[4, 3, 5].
Usingthe valuesaj, U(x) is knowat the distinctpoints
Examples 2.3 (System flux functions)

Xj+•/2,

(20)
Roe (withoutEntropyfix)

=

)+

Interpolationis carried out on the points Uj+•/2 =

U(xj+•/2).
Now consider the interpolation which is carried out on
For Roe'sschemea value/t(u•, u2) is computed
such
cell
j. For obviousreasons
the pointsxj-•/2 and xj+•/2
that A(a(u•.u2)) satisfiesthe meanvaluerelation

must be used. Using just these two points. the interpola-

(16)

F(u2) - F(u•) = A(f•(u•,u2))(u2 - u•)

Then the fiuz function can be define as

tion of U(x) is secondorderandthe reconstruction
of u(x)

is firstorder.Fora pthorderreconstruction.
a (p + 1)"t
orderinterpolation
of U(x) isrequired.Therefore
for a
orderreconstruction,
p + 1 pointsof Uj+•/2 are required.

I

"•

..•[lI1.
122]-• F(u•)+F(u:)• • I•(•)lr•(•)
k=l

Adding the requirement that the p + 1 points are all next
to each other, there are p possiblestencils.
The algorithm for determining the smoothest polyno-

mial is definedrecursively.Oncethe smoothestqtb order
polynomialhasbeenfound,the (q + 1)"t orderpolynomial
k=l

is easily determined.

Givena qt• orderpolynomial
V•(x,q,lq(j)) defined

Roe (with Entropyfix)

on the cell C• whichinterpolatesU(x) at the points

{xj+z•(j)_•/2,...xj+z•j+•+•/2},then
(21a)U,,= Vj(x•,q, lq(j))
(2lb) s=j+lq(j)-l/2,...,j+lq(j)+q+

l/2

lq(j) is a pointerto the left-mostcellusedfor the qth
order interpolating polynomial on cell j.
ii.

Compute

/3• is a non-negativequantity measuringthe violation

of the entropyconditionin the kth characteristic
3,5].

(22a) Uœ: U[Xj+lq(j)_3/2...
Xj+lq(j)+q+l/2]
(22b) U• -- U[x•+t•(j)_x/2...
3•j+lq(j)+q+3/2]
,

AGE:VO Scheme
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whereU[... ] are the standardun-evendivideddiffer- 2.7

Reconstruction

accuracy

ellces.

(23a) U[xj...xj+k]=
U[xj...

Let Rj(x;•) be a functionof order p which esti•nates
the functionu(x) on the cell Cj given the cell averages•j. Then for x • Cj and u(x) smoothfor x 6

-

[Xj-l(j)-x/2,Xj-l(j)+p+X/2],
then

Xj+ k -- Xj

(23b) U[xj] = U(x;)

j-l(j)+p+l/2

Uœis the smoothness
of the (q+ 1)stderivativeif thenext

pointaddedto thestencilis Xj+lq(j)_3/2.SimilarlyUs is
the smoothness
of the (q+ 1)stderivativeif thenextpoint
addedto the stencilis Xj_klq(j)4_3/2.
iii. If lULl < Iu, l then the algorithmwill

addthepointXj+lq(j)_3/2to thestencil.
If IU, l _>lULl then the algorithmwill

addthe pointXj+lq(j)+q+3/2
to thestencil.
Therefore

lq(j)
- i ififlULl
<
IU•l
(24) lq+•(j)
= lq(j)
IUsl
_>
lULl
Defining lq+• (j)
1•(x, q+ 1,1q+•(j)).

defines

the

R•(x.a)= •xxV•(:c.p,
lp(j))

Step 3 will choosea stencil which will avoid crossinga
shockif possible.If U(x) is in ½*• then
1 d•

(26b)

x • [Xj_l(j)_l/2,Zj_l(j)+p+l/2
], thentheerrorwill notbe
boundedsonicely. In this situation, the error can be larger
around the discontinuity, and therefore the grid should be
refined. The algorithm developedwill refine around discontinuities.

Reconstruction
reconstruction

for systems

described

so far is for scalar recon-

struction. It may appear that the reconstructionfor a
system could be simply applied on each componentof

tt = (Ul,tt2,... , Urn)T. Howevermanypeoplehavenoted

d

(26a)

where•j • [Xj_l(j)_l/2,Xj_l(j)+p+l/2
] , and]Cisa constant
independent
of u(x) andthe cellsizes,l(j) • [0...p].
However
if u© (x) is discontinuous
for

The

u(x) can easilybe recovered.

(x-

k----j-l(j)-l/2

polynomial 2.8

Once the desired order has been reached, the function

(25)

(29)Rj(x;a): u(x)+ ]•tl(P)(•j) II

U[x•,...,xj+•]= k!dx• U(•)
• • [X.•,Xj+I]

that applyingreconstructionto the characteristicsprovides
a better approximation. Therefore define the reconstruc-

tion Rj(x, •) as

(30a)

Vj = y'].{a•}i
li(aj)
k

i

(30b)

R;(x,a)= y•.{Rj(x,•J)},r•(a9)
k

i

If u(q)(x) is discontinuous
withinthe interval[xj,xj+t],
Harten [3, 4] showsthe resultsof applyingthe ENO inter-

then fork_•q

(27)

U[xj,... ,x•+k]-- O (Aq-•[uql)

polation on the componentsand characteristics.Both give
good results, but the characteristicmethod providesmuch

where•uq1 isthejumpin theqtnderivative.
Nowconsider better
twointervals,
thefirst[xj•,xA+•] wherethefunctionU(x)
is smoothand the second[xj2, xj2+•] wherethe function
U(q)(x) hasa discontinuity.
Thenfor A sufficiently
small 3
Harten[3]showsthat whereu(x) is smooth

(28) dff:q
dqRj(x;a)-•-•q
dqU(x)-•-O(/Xp+l-q)
for q = 0,... ,p. Harten also showedthat the reconstruc-

tion Rj (x; a) is essentially
non-oscillatory.
Note: Sinceall interpolation is of order p, reconstruction

is of orderp+ 1. The notationl(j) will denotethe quantity
lp+l(j).

results.

Error

control

Most schemesare design to have a certain order of accuracy. The goal in designing this scheme is to create
a method which has nearly uniform accuracythroughout

the domainwhile usinga minimalnumberof cells• The
nearly uniform accuracyis obtained by refining the grid in
•Schemesusuallyhavea certainorderof accuracysuchthat the
error decays like hp at points where the solution is smooth. The

goal of this schemeis to have the error distributed throughout the
domain.
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areas
•f lower
accuracy,
andcoarsening
thegridin areas computedon the uniform fine grid.

Jameson*salgorithm
used far less computations. But the interpolation onto
First considerthe truncationerrorwhenu(x) is smooth. the uniform fine grid for the re-computationof the optiThe error term in equation(29) is controlledby two fac- mal grid required more computationsmarginally slowsthe
of higher accuracy.

tors,u(P)(x)andthesizes
of cells{Ckij-l(j)+p
This
•k=j-t(j)'

algorithm down.

The filters rrk(j) designedhere are similar to thoseof
requiresan estimateof u(P)(•). DefineQj(a) and
wavelets.
The discretefilters •k(j) are orthogonalto the
crt.(j,Cj-p/2, . . . , Cj+p/2)suchthat

cellaverages
of the polynmn{als
1, x, x2, ... , xp-1 But

j+p/2

(31)

QJ(•)= Z

%

k=j-p/2

becausethey are designedto be applied to all the possible
non-uniform grids in •0, the need to interpolate onto the
uniform fine grid has been eliminated.

Qj (•-4)= 0, for q -- 0,...,p - 1, andQj (•) = p!. Then

Qj(•) •-••(P)(xj),andQj(a)• TI(P)(•j)
for•j
3.1

ch.(j) specifics

3.2 Accuracy of Q•(a)
Thissectioncomputes
estimates
on the accuracy
of (•j (x)

to estimate
u©(x) forx • Q•. It is easyto findsuchan

O'k(j.C3-p/2.... , Cj+p/2)isa wholeclassoffilters.Theco- estimatefor whenu(x) • ½P+•. The estimateis not as
efficientsare a function of the p neighboringcells. Because niceforu(x) ½½P+•,but thisdoesnothurtthe algorithm,
of the dependenceon these cellsthere are many coefficients rather it helps the algorithm.

to compute(roughlypP+ 1.) Even so the computational
costs are not great because all these coefficientscan be
pre-computed and stored.

½qis the spaceof continuousfunctionswhich have q con-

3.1.1

½q[9,]is the spaceof continuous
functionswhichhaveq

Relationship

to wavelets

Lee Jameson[7] developedan algorithmwhichhas a similar goal to this algorithm. The goal was to find a method
to which would determine an optimal computational grid
on which to compute a finite difference scheme. Jameson used wavelets to determine the computational grid.

tinuous

derivatives.

continuous derivatives

3.2.1

for x

u(•v)• Cp-q-!

In orderto find the accuracyof Q3(•,). define

Wavelets(See[8, 9.10, 11]) are compactlysupportedbases
functions which also have multi-resolution analysis properties. One important characteristic of xvaveletsis that
the wavelet basis function is orthogonal to the polynomi-

als 1. x. x 2.....

34P/2

(32)

•2j= [_J C•..
k=j-p/2

xq, for somespecifiedq. Jamesonused

wavelet transforms to determine the local regularity of a

From the definitionof •l,(j), it is obviousthat

functionv(x, t). With a knowledgeof the local regularity
of the function an optimal computational grid was com-

puted. Becauseof the time evolutionof the solutionv(x, t)

(33b)

a re-computation of the optimal grid was required periodically. This re-computation involved interpolating the
function from the optimal grid onto a uniform fine grid.

where•l is independent
of u(z) and p. Also

• G•

Example 3.1 Let the computational grid be the points

(343) •(P)(•j)• •(P)(•j)+ •2 •(p+l)(•j)

{0, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1}. For the re-computation
of the

(34b)

grid, the discretefunction v•, definedon the computation
grid, neededto be interpolatedonto the finest uniform grid,

(34)

x = j/16 for j = 0, 16. Then a new computational
non-

where•2 alsois independent
of u(x) andp. Therefore

•j • C)

u,iform grid was computed.

Jameson'swork showed that this computational grid
would provide a solution equally accurate as the solution

(3s)
(3b)

=

+

)

AGENO

3.2.2

Scheme
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Then

Non-smooth u(x)

define

In theprevious
section,
it wasshown
thatQj(2) • '•(P)(xj) (43)
whenu(x) issmooth.Nowconsider
thecasewhereu(q)(x)

Qj :Sj

max

ke [j-p/2.j+p/2]

{IQki}

is discontinuous
for x • Cj. Define the sequenceof func-

Qj isanboundontheerrorresulting
frmna centered
stencil to reconstruct
u(x) oncellCj. The magnitude
of Qj

tionsHq(x) suchthat
H(x)
no(x):

(36a)
(36b)

is Heavysidefunction
n(x)

Hq+l(.r
)=/ Hq(y)dy

(36c)

Then rewrite u(x) as

will determinewhethercell Cj is refinedor coarsened.
3.4

Centered

stencil

use

All estimates of the error are computed using a centered

stencil.But whyusea centeredstencilto computeQj and

--

u(x) = u•(x) + A Hq(•)

(37)

Qj is anestimateforinterpolation
overcellj. The ENO
reconstruction
errorwillbebounded
by Qj if thecentered

where u,•(x) • C•. Then

--

Qj(8) = Qj(2s)+ A Qj(•q)

(38)

Qj whenthe reconstruction
in section2.4 is doneusing
ENO interpolation?

stencil is chosenfrom the p possiblestencils. There are two
possible ways that ENO could choosea centered stencil.

Thefirstis if thereis a discontinuity
in u© (x) for:c•

From [3, 4].

Qj(•rq) = o(Aq--p)'

(39)

C•.,[0 < q < p]. The algorithmwouldliketo divideanycell
whichhasa discontinuitywithin it. Fortunatelyboth Qj
andQj willbelarge,andcellCj willbedivided.Moreover,
--

For su•ciently small A, equation(38) can be rewritten as

Q• will be large for j - p/2 _<k _<j + p/2. Thereforethe

Q3(f)--O(AAq-P).

(40)

cells{Cj_p/2,..., Cj+p/2}will alsobe divided.
The cellswhichare refinedaroundcell Cj aboveare a

ThereforeQ•(•) is a good estimateof /t(P)(.r) if buffer zone of higher resolution. A buffer zone is a region
,(.r) • ½•+•I•91.andotherwise
Qj(a) is large.It is easy of non-requiredhigher resolution next to a region judged
to veri•,that Qi.(a) will alsobe largefor k • [j- p/2, _< to need higher resolution.

3 + p/2]. Alsoif thereexistsa discontinuity
in u(P)(x)for
x • •2j then Qj will be large.
3.3

Error

Examples 3.1 (Buffer zone)

indicators

Theerrorterminequation
(29)isa combination
ofu(P)((•)
and a function

of the cell sizes, therefore define
j+p/2

(41)

•j=111ax
{ II
x6C•

k= 3 -p/2

6• is a functionof the cellsizeswhich,whencombinedwith

anestimate
of u(P)(x),givesan upperboundontheerror.
5• can eitherbe pre-computedand stored.In practicethis
is not done. To save the small amount of memory needed
a quick estimate is used.
p/2

(42a)

e= Z
k=-p/2

wi/p

If for x • [.3,.4] the domainneedsto berefined.it is
betterto refinean area largerthan [.3..4]. The actual
buffer zone is not describedi, terms of a dista•ce.
but is only defined vaguely as a zo, e of non-required
higher resolution.

ii. The needfor a buffer zone can be see, by examining
the following problem.
Ux -- gt

u(x,t
=O)
={0 ifx<.5
I

ifx_>.5

If there is no buffer zone present, this computational
grid will only have a very few small cellsright at the
shock. But the advection of the shockwill move the
shockinto the neighboringlarger cells. However with
a buffer zone, the shockwill move into the small cells
of the buffer zone.
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Another way the ENO reconstructioncould use a cen-

95

polarizedgridsfrom the set of admissiblegrids,defineG• C

teredstencilisif thefunctionu(x) • Cp+•[F•j].If thisisthe •0.
casethenQj provides
a goodboundonthereconstruction
error.

However

what

if ENO

chooses a non-centered

stencil?

Then the centeredstencilreconstruction
error bound,Qj,
is a rough estimate of the ENO reconstructionerror. Both
the smooth

and non-smooth

cases are examined.

Definition: G• is a subsetthe setgridsof G0suchthat given
a grid g E G• and Ci is a cell of g with wi < S, then the
grid which is the result of dividing cell C• in half is also a
member of G•. The grid with wi -- 0 for i = 1...R

is in

First considerthe case where there is a discontinuity in

u© (x) [0<_q < p] in thecellCk•j andC'kC F•j. Because Figure 1 providesa detailedexampleof the set Gt. This
of equation(40), Qj will be large. The stencilfor cell should provide a good example of the grids contained in
C,9 will be non-centered,
becausethe ENO interpolation G•. Figure 2 showssome examplesof grids which are in
G0 but not in G•, plus some more examplesof grids in
G•. Both of these figures should help provide a clearer
understanding of the set G•. and why it is necessary to
use this subsetof G0. G• does not eliminate all polarized
grids
nor doesit eliminate all undesirablegrids. but it does
construction.
Therefore
theestimate
Qj willbealsolarger,
provide
a better computational grid than G0. Enforcement
causingcellC',jto be refined.The refinementof Cj creates
of this requirement is difficult and requires additional ifa buffer zone around cell C•:. This buffer zone is the same
then statements. Therefore application of the coarsening
buffer zone describedseveralparagraphsago.
algorithm
is restricted.
Alsoconsider
the casewhereu(x) • CP+I[['•j].Then
there are many possiblestencils for which the ENO interpolation might use for reconstruction. Instead of trying

will avoid using cell C•. ENO will avoid cell C• because
an interpolating polynomial using cell C'• would be oscillatory and violate property 2.1.iii. ThereforeQj will be
larger than the actual reconstructionerror usingENO re-

to determinehowcloseQj mightbe to an actualerror
bound.consider
that Qj actsasa warninglightfor when
refinement might be necessary.Without kno•vingmore in-

formationaboutu(x) for x • f•j or whichstencilthe ENO
interpolation would choose,no bound can be obtained for
--

the ENO interpolation
Insteadthe estimateQj is usedas
a rough estimate. To determine whether this estimate is
--

4.2

4.2.1

Adaptive procedures
Refinement

Now with a measure of the error, the cell sizes can be

adjusted to control the error of the scheme. Given a

user-defined
tolerance,TOL(• 10-'•), for refininga cell
if
>TO•,, thenrefinecellC'j. Refinement
consists
of creating two cells out of cell j. Refinement requires in-

usefulor notconsider
that Q• probablyis a goodestimate terpolatingaj to find the cellaveragesof the two new cells.
to the reconstructionerror from the ENO interpolation. If
--

anythingQ• is largerthanthe actualerror,because
ENO
interpolation seeks the smoothest polynomial. To get a
better bound, significantly more computationswill be required to computethe ENO interpolation and then find the

This shouldbe done using an ENO interpolation.

Denote
therefinement
process
asa mapping
7'4:
G. ie. 7-4mapsone grid into another, and xvhichnew grid it
mapsto is dependenton the functionu(x). By inspection,

errorbound.Therefore
Q9 will be usedasthe indicator it is obvious that T4 ßG0•G0 and T4 ßG•-•G•.
for refinement and coarseningof the grid.
4.2.2

4
4.1

Grid adaption
Actual computational

grid

Coarsening

While it is important to keep the error within bounds, minimizing of the number of cellsis just as important. Therefore combiningcells,or coarseningof the grid, is necessary.

If IQj(u)]<tol andIQj+•(u)l < tol, thencombine
thecells
Initially •0 may seem to be the best set to use, but •0
Cj
and
Cj+•.
(tol
is
a
user
supplied
cut-off
for
combining
admits •nany undesirablegrids. Someof theseundesirable
of the gridwill be denoted,
grids are polarized grids which can be created created by cells, 10-•) This coarsening
refinement and coarseningof even grids. An example of a c.
--

polarized un-evengrid is where w2i - 0 and w2•+• = 2.
This grid is lessdesirablethan a uniform grid with wi 1. Beyond existence of polarized grids, initial numerical
computationsoften createdthesegrids. To eliminate these

Otherthanchecking
IQj½)l,therearea fewotherthings
which needto be checkedbeforecombiningtwo cells. For
two adjacent cells to be combined, they must have the
same size. Without this requirement, newly formed cells
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grid # 1

grids5.1 - 5.4
][

grids4.1 - 4.3
]

[---][---] [

][

]

E3[---][
][][
[-•-]

grid#5 [
grid #2
][

[

E

grids3.1.a - 3. l.d

[

] grid#4

]

][

grids3.2.a- 3.2.f

•

][

]

HH

HH[-•]

grids3.3.a- 3.3.d
•HHHHHH
HH[
]HHHH

HHHH[

][-•t

HHHH[

•]HH[

] H [--]

[--]•-•[.--][--]•-•[.--][

HH[

1[

HH[

]HH[

]HH

,, ]

grid 3.4

Figure 1: Example of •'t for R = 1 and S = 3. The first elementin G• is the grid with only one cell (grid •1). The
secondelementresultsfrom splitting grid #1 into two equal sizedcells (grid y•2). The next three grids in G• result
from splittingboth cellsof grid #2 (grid •$), the left cellof grid #2 (grid •4), or the right cell of grid #2 (grid •5).
Working on grid #3, there are many different combinationsof cells to split. Grids 3.1.a - 3.1.d result from splitting
only one of the cells in grid #3. Grids 3.2.a - 3.2.f result from splitting any two of the cells in grid #3. Grids 3.3.a 3.3.d result from splitting any three of the cells in grid #3. Grid 3.4 results from splitting all four of the cells in grid
#3. Now considerthe different ways to split the smaller two left cells of grid #4. The three different possibilitiesfor

this splittingof cellsfrom grid #4 resultsin grids4.1 - 4.3. (Note: Splitting the right cell of grid #4 would result in
grid #3.) A similarsplittingof the two smallerright mostcellsof grid #5 producesgrids5.1 - 5.3. IG•] = 26 for R = 1
and S = 3. Also IG•I = 677 for R = i and S = 4.
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Example #1
r

'1 grid1.a

r

-It-

r'

]r

'lE

'11'

'it'

'1 gridI b

3E

] grid1 c

Example #2
I1
C

'1œ
lC

'1r

•C

[---3[

]C

'1 grid

]C

]C

]Ml'

'1[--•-] C

] grid2.b
3['•'3 grid2 c

Figure2: Examples
of gridsin G0whichareexcluded
fromGr. Example1 (R -- 1 andS - 3): Grid1.aandgrid1.b
areelements
of G1,grid 1.cis not. Grid 1.cis undesirable
because
the rapidchange
froma verysmallgridcellto a
largergridcellbackto a verysmallgridcell.Grid1.ccannot
becreated
byrefining
grid1.a.Grid1.bistheequivalent
of Grid #3 in previous
figureandis a moredesirable
grid. Onereasonthat grid 1.b is prefered
overgrid1.cis that
thereis lesschange
of cellsizes,
whilegivingequivalent
approximation
errors.Example2 (R = 3 andS = 3): Grids
2.a and 2.b are both elementsof G1. Grid 2.c is not in G1and is undesirable
becauseto the rapid changefrom cellsof

size1/24to cellsofsize1/3. Grid2.bisa betterchoice
ofgridsovergrid2.cbecause
grid2.blacksanychange
in cell
sizeoverthe entiredomain,whilegrid 2.c rapidlychanges.Gridssuchas 1.c and 2.c onlyoccurif the userdoesnot
monitorthe coarsening
subroutineto excludetheseundesirable
grids.
wouldnot havewidthsconsistentwith equation(9). The in 13eliminatesa majority of the computationsthat would
nextrequirement
on joiningtwo cellsis that the resulting be neededto checkthe entire grid.
grid be in •.
Example 4.2
Consider

4.3
4.3.1

the PDE

Procedures applications
Resolution

(45a)

boundaries

There are three different procedureswhich are used to
(45b)
changethe grid. Genericrefinementand coarsening
have
just beendiscussed.
Theseprocedures
are appliedto the
entire grid and are the basicmethodsfor updatingthe Outsidethe region[.5,.6] the cellswill belarge.and within
grid. Whileusingonlythesetwoprocedures
to change
the theregion[.5,.6] the cellswill beverysmall. Theboundary
gridwill work.it is inefficient.The PDE's advective
forces cellswill on the boundaryof the region[.5,.6]. As the

movestructuresthroughoutthe domainand requiremany
checksof the grid. Usinga knowledge
of the PDE, a more
efficientalgorithm can be designed.
Consider the set of cells which are on the interface between two different resolutions. Define the set 13 as

(44)

13= {Cilwi < wi+• or tvz< wi-•}

merical method stepsforward in time, the features in the

region[.5,.6] are goingto propagateto the left. In order
to maintain properresolution,thefirst largecell to the left

of thefine-scale
featureswill needto berefined
2. Thiscell
will bein 13. As time progresses,
the set 13will move to the
left, just in front of the propagatingwave.
4.3.2

Example 4.1
Cor•,siderthe PDE

Complete refinement

ut = us with initial conditions such This procedureof checkingthe boundary betweenresoluthat the right part of the domainneedsonelevelof refine- tion will ensureproper resolutionwill maintained for the

ment to maintain accuracy. Then wi = 0 for i:

andwi= l fori=(No+

l)...N.

1... No

Then13={CNo}.

These cells will be called the boundary cells. If the the

advectiveforces. But boundary refinement will not ensure
2The actual applicationto this problem will also have a buffer
zone. So in fact the propagation of the features will move into the
smaller cells of the buffer zone.

Therefore

the boundaries

cells are

problemis purelyadvective,thenthe onlycellswhichneed

actually used to adjust the buffer zone, keeping it ahead of the fine

to be refined are contained in 13. Checking only the cells

scale features.
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proper resolutionof fine scalefeatureswhich are the result
of the non-linear effectsof the PDE. ConsiderBurger's

Values used

for Computations

equationwith u(x,t = 0) = sin(2•rx). The smoothinitial
conditionswill lead to B be empty, but it is well known that
a shock will form and refinement

will be needed.

There-

fore, non-linear effectsrequire complete refinement of the
domain. The entire domain will be checkedevery TR time

steps.TR • [5,50].
4.3.3

Complete coarsening

While it is important to keep the number of cellsto a nfinimum, performing the coarseningalgorithm is a costlycomputation. The additional computations needed to perform
C arise from the requirement that C: (71 --• (71. Therefore

completerefinement
3 is donelessoften. The entiregrid is
coarsened
everyTc time steps.Tc • [10,50].

4.4

Number

of computations

Let .\• be the number of cells used for a uniform grid
ENO scheme.and lYa be the averagenumber of cells used
by an AGENO scheme. Let T be the number of interroediary steps for the Runge-Kutta time stepping algorithm. h) is ratio of the time to perform 1 if-then to the
time to perform 1 multiplication,. Io is estimated to be

5. [Seetable 11The numberof computationsper time
step on an uniform grid will be N•T(2p + Io). [Seetable 2] The total number of computationsfor only the
time stepping for the AGENO scheme will be 2pN•T.
Let the average number of cell which are refined and

coarsened
as {Ro' N•,} and {Co' Na}, respectively.The
number of computations for the total refinement will be

T

3

p
R0
Co
Bo
B1
T/•
Tc
Ts

4
.01
.01
.1
.01
10
50
I

Table 3: Values used for comparison of number of computations needed. T, p, are the actual values used form
computations. R0, Co, B0 and B1 are conservativeaverages of actual values recorded solving Burger's equation
with initial value a square wave.

Using the values from table 3, if N• < 1.12N•, then
the number of computationsto be reduced. This is a very
reasonable requirement, and is easily satisfied.
All these computations assumethat the number of time
steps for the adaptive grid and the uniform grid are the
same. This is not necessarilygoing to be true. The adaptire grid will allow the largest time step be taken each
time. Consider Burger's equation with initial conditions

u(x,t = 0) = sin(2•rx). Initially the adaptive grid program will use a coarsegrid, which xvill allow a larger time
step. As the shock develops,and the grid is refined, the
time step will be reduced. The uniform grid computation
will needto usethe samesmallertime step for all steps.

No [2p+ 2Io + Ro(2p+ 5 + I0)] and will be only be performed every TR time steps. The number of computations

for the coarsening
will be .¾•[2p+ Io(2 + Co(5p+ 4))] and
will be performedeveryTc time steps.Define{Bo ßN•}
and{ B•. N• } asthe averagesizeof B andthe averagenumber of boundary cells refined, respectively.The number of

computations
to checkthe boundarywill be N•.Bo(2p+Io)
and to refinethe boundarywill be Na ßB•(2p + 5 + Io).
The boundary checkingis performed every TB time steps.
Therefore for an adaptive grid with N• cells the number
of computationswill be

:•, {2pT q- [2pq-2/0 q-R0(2pq-5 q-2/0)]/T•
+ [2p+ I0(2 +Co(5p+4))]/Tc
(46)
+ Bo (2p+ Io) /TB + Bi (2p+ 5 + Io) /TB }

5

Applications
to
Burgers equation

3Completecoarseningworkson the entiregrid the sameas com-

inviscid

The AGENO schemexvasapplied to Burger's equation
with periodic boundary conditions.

(47a)

ut(x,t) + (u2(x,t))x= 0

I +õ
2sin(27rx)
u(x,t= O)- õ

(47b)

Three different setsof run-parameters were used to demon-

stratepossiblesettings.(SeeTable 4). The final resultsof
numberof cellsused,numberof cellsadded and joined, the
size of B and the number of time stepsneededare shown
in table

plete refinement

the

5.

The figureson page341 are the resultsfrom run-2. Figure 3 show the solutionsat t = 1.5, t = 2.5, and t -- 5.0.
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Table of constants
Definition

Constant

Typical Values

R

the number

of cells on the coarsest resolution

$

the number

of level of refinement

T
p
I0

the number of steps to perform I full time step
the order
ratio of the time to perform 1 if-then
to the time to perform 1 multiplication

1¾•

the numberof cellsfor a uniformlyfinegrid

,,¾•
R0 ß]•
Co ßNo,
B0 ßN•
B• ßNa
TR
Tc
T•3

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

95

32-128
3-6

1-4
3-5
• 5

R 2s

average number of cells used per time step
average number of cells refined each full refinement time
average number of cells combinedeach coarseningtime
average size of B over all time steps
averagenumber of boundary cells to be refined each time
number of time stepsbetweenfull refinements
number of time stepsbetween coarsening
number of time stepsboundary refinements

0 - .1
0 - .1
0 - .125
0 - .02
• 5 - 30
• 15 - 50
1-2

Table 1: List of constants which are used in computations

Figure 4 show the pointwise errors for the solutionsin figure 3. Figure 5 plots the cell sizes at the chosentimes.
Figure 5 showsthat refinementnot only took place around
the shock,but that coarseningalso took place behind the
shock.

At t = 2.5 and t =

5.0 the method

Burger's Equation - Time = 1.5
Cells

uses all four

levels of refinement to ensure accuracy around the shock.
But at t = 1.5 (when the shockjust formed and is small in

magnitude.)figure 5 showsthat only two levelsof refinement

are used there.

Tables 6, 7. and 8 show the errors and cpu times for these
runs comparedto uniform grid computations. All times are
from computations on a Sparc 10. Two different errors
were computed. The first error is the L2 norm between
the exact solution and the computed solution on 768 evenly

Non-Adaptive(ENO)
L2
L.;
Time

Steps

48
96

4.1 X 10 -2
2.3 X 10 -2

1.0 X 10 -2
3.0 x 10 -3

1 sec
3 sec

38
77

192
384
768

1.4 x 10-2
7.4 X 10-3
5.4 X 10 -3

8.9 x 10-4
2.8 X 10-4
8.8 X 10 -5

9 sec
34 sec
129 see

153
306
612

Cells
run-1

Adaptive (AGENO)
L2
L2*
Ti•ne
1.5 X 10-2 1.1 X 10-3
1 sec

run-2
run-3

1.5 x 10 -2
4.0 X 10 -3

1.1 x 10-3
1.4 x 10 -4

1 sec
8 sec

Steps
50
50
215

spacedpoints throughout the domain. The seconderror,

L._;.is the L2 norm betweenthe exact solutionand the
computed solution on the set of evenly spacedpoints at a
distance greater than .03 away from a shock.

Table 6: Errors and cpu times for Adaptive and NonAdaptive computationsusing high-passfilter based adaptive grid ENO scheme applied to Burger's equation at
t=

5.1

1.5

Euler gas dynamics

The AGENO schemewas applied to the one dimensional where p is the density, m is the momentum, and E is the
Euler gasequationsfor conservationof density.momentum energy. Also
and energy

w, +
with

= 0

F(w) =

+

(0)
P

Pu

with u = m/p (velocity)
andP = (7- 1)(E- 5pu-)
• o
(pressure)
and '• = 1.4 is the polytropicgasconstant.The
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Solutions (t=5.0)

Solutions (t-1.5)

__

o 70

-o oo -

o 20

Figure 3: Solutionsto Burger'sequationsat times1.5, 2.5 and 5.0 with initial conditionsu(x,t = 0) = 1/3 + 2/3 sin(z').
Error (t•l.5)

Error (t•5.0)

Error (t-2.5)
.

...............

_

ah*
_

2

Figure 4: Computed errors
Cell •'idths

0=2.5)

i•r)
•lP-4-.............. J

12,).0
•o oo
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•oo

1000
o oo
...............
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x
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•oo

•oo
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Figure 5: Cell Sizes
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Numberof computations
Procedure

Multiplies

Additions

if-then

Points

Regularity a

ENO b

p

p

p

N

T

Computation
ofQj(u)

p

p

0

N

1/T•?or 1/To

IQ2_()I> roL

0

0

1

N

1/rR

[Qg(u)[< tol

0

0

1

N

1/Tc

Refinementc

p

p+ 5

0 or p

Ro

1/TR

Coarsening
d

0

5

5p

Co

1/To

Find Boundary
CheckBoundary
Refine Boundary

0
p
p

0
p
p+ 5

1
1
0 or p

N
Bo
B•

1/Ta or 1/Tc
1/TB
1/TB

--

'ZNumber of times per time-step this subroutine needs to be called.

bForcomputation
of F,:(u)
CDepends on whether method is a fixed stencil or ENO

'lExtra computations
requiredto ensurethat C: •l -' •l

Table 2: Table listing number of computationsrequired to perform each of the different processesused in this adaptive
grid method.

Burger's Equation Run-Parameters for Computations
Run

Levels of

Break

Join

Break

Join

Variables

# of Cells

Coarsest

Refinement

Time

Time

Increment

Increment

run-1

48

4

10

50

10-•

3 x 10-6

run-2
run-3

48
96

4
3

30
10

75
50

10-*
10 -*

3 x 10 -6
3 x 10 -•

Table 4: User suppliedconstantsfor application of AGENO schemeto Burger's equation
initial

conditions

are

boundary.UnfortunatelyAGENO fails to combineenough
--

(48a) p(x,t:O)=
{1'0
ifx
1/2
0.1 if
x><1/2
(4Sb)

m(x,t = 0)=0.0

(48c)E(x,t=O)={2.5
ifx
<1/2
.25 if
x>1/2
Both third order AGENO schemeand a uniform grid

cells.In figure7 theerrorindicatorQ• is plottedat t: .4.
While

the solution looks constant between

the shocks. the

computed solution has small oscillations on the order of

A a whichcausethe grid to remainover-resolved.
To overcomethis problem a modification of the error indicator will
be required. Even so, AGENO producesa solution in one
third the time of typical ENO scheme.

third order ENO scheme with equivalent resolutions were

applied. The AGENO schemeused 37% the number of
cellsas the ENO schemeand 36% of the cpu time. Again
all times are from computationson a Sparc 10. Figure 6
plots the AGENO solution versusthe ENO solution. The
solutionsare indistinguishablefrom each other and provide
a good estimate of the exact solution.
Table 9 provides the parameters which where used for
the AGENO computations and table 10 providesnumerical resultsof number of cellsused,cpu time, and average
number of cells added, number of cellsjoined, and size of

6

Conclusion

The AGENO schemedescribedhere providesa quick algorithmfor adaptingthe computationalgrid. By usinga
quick centereddifferenceapproximationto the error, the
grid is easily changedto alwaysbe optimal.
This adaptive grid algorithmhas been appliedto test its
robustnesson other type schemes. Flux limiter schemes.

finite differenceand finite elementschemesall provedsuc-

cessful
testsfor the adaptivegridalgorithm[12].However,
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Figure 6: Solutionto Euler gasequationsusingboth AGENO and ENO.

.............................

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

Figure7: Qj forsolution
ofEulergasequations
at t = .4. Noticethatin theactivepartof thesolution,
Qj failsto
decay enough to allow coarsening.
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Run

Burger's Equation Run Results
Final 'Initial Final Average Tinhe Average Average Average • of Time

Variables Time
1.5
run-1

run-2

run-3

95

Cells
48

Cells
70

Cells
53

(sec)
1.0

• Added # Joined Boundary
4.0
n/a
.64

Steps
50

2.5

48

96

136

13.0

1.15

3.36

8.83

144

5.0

48

81

114

34.0

0.49

2.40

6.16

1463

1.5

48

70

53

1.0'

4.0

n/a

2.5

48

91

71

1.0

6.1

12.0

.64

50

3.82

224

5.0

48

145

187

29.0

1.42

9.00

4.61

1243

1.5

96

239

197

8.0

4.14

3.75

3.33

215

2.5

96

145

187

22.0

1.55

10.67

4.79

622

5.0

96

129

162

53.0

0.70

7.97

4.19

1641

Table 5: Results of using AGENO scheme.The figuresare variousresults of running AGENO on Burger's equation.

Euler Gas EquationsParameters
Coarsest

Levels of

Break

Join

Break

Join

# of Cells

Refinement

Time

Time

Increment

Increment

12

4

10

50

10 -5

3 x 10 -6

Table 9: User suppliedconstantsfor application of AGENO schemeto Euler gas equations
because of the nature of the non-uniform grid generated,
it is not possibleto apply this adaptive grid techniqueto
pointwise ENO schemes.
One possible improvement could be the rate at which
points are added. Many times the grid is refined as many
ti•nes in one area. This leads to areas areas of complete
refinement

and areas of no refinement.

Because

of this

the method •night be improved if, instead of the cell being
divided into only two cells, cells are divided into possibly
four ceils. The only reasonwhy dividing into two ceilswas
the close relationship between this and wavelets. Dividing
into four ceils may decreasethe number of computations

that of the larger cells. apply the forxvard Euler twice on
the smaller cells, and only once on the larger cells. This
will require special treatment of the boundaries between
resolutionsto ensure proper application.
The next project is applying this algorithm in higher
dimensions.The first step was to develoopa non-uniform

grid WENO scheme(weightedENO Scheme.)Then using
the grids and grid adaption techniquesfrom this paper to
producea AGENO schemefor higher dilnensions. The first
step is complete, and the application of the AGENO grids
and grid adaption techniquesis producingsomeinteresting
grids and encouraging results.

used.

Another area of possibleimprovementis the time stepping procedure. This procedure applies a Runge-Kutta
ODE solver on the system of ODE's for the time evolution
of the cell averages. The At for the Runge-Kutta is con-
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and Prof. Chi-Wang Shu for many helpful discussionson

ENO schemes.I would like to acknowledgethe support of
this researchby AFOSR grant 93-1-0090, DARPA grant
N00014-91-J-4016, and NSF grant DMS-92-11820.
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Euler Gas EquationsRun Results
Run

Final

Initial

Final

Average

Time

Average

Type

Time

Cells

Cells

Cells

(sec)

• Added • Joined Boundary

AGENO

ENO

Average

Average

:• of Tinhe

Steps

.4

26

106

71

40.0

8.9

1.0

10.2

82

.4

192

192

192

118.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

82

Table 10: Run results from the application of both ENO and AGENO to the Euler gas equations. Notice the cpu time
is reduced by a third.

Burger's Equation - Time = 2.5

Burger's Equation - Time = 5.0

Non-Adaptive(ENO)
Cells

L2

48

8.4 x 10 -2

3.3 x 10 -3

5.3
4.6
2.2
1.6

8.5
9.5
2.8
5.6

96
192
384
768

x
x
x
x

10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2

L2*
x
x
x
x

10-4
10-5
10-5
10-6

Non-Adaptive(ENO)
Ti•ne

Steps

Cells

1 sec

64

3 sec
14 sec
57 sec
215 sec

128
255
510
1020

48
96
192
384
768

Steps

Cells

Adaptive (AGENO)
L2
L•
Time

Cells
run-1

1.4 x 10 -2

1.2 X 10 -4

12 sec

444

run-2
run-3

1.4 x 10-2
1.4 x 10 -2

1.4 X 10-4
1.4 x 10-5

4 sec
22 sec

224
622

run-1
run-2
run-3

L2
5.8
4.7
2.6
1.9
1.5

x
x
x
x
x

L•

10 -2
10 -2
10-2
10 -2
10--"

4.5
5.2
3.3
7.8
2.0

x
x
x
x
x

10 -3
10 -4
10-5
10-6
10-6

Time

Steps

2 sec
7 sec
28 sec
110 sec
442 sec

128
255
520
1020
2040

Adaptive (AGENO)
L2
L•
Time
1.3 x 10-2
1.3 x 10-2
1.3 x 10-2

1.3 x 10-•
1.4 x 10-5
1.7 x 10-6

39 sec
29 sec
53 sec

Steps
1463
1243
1641

Table 7: Errors and cpu times for Adaptive and NonAdaptive computationsusing high-passfilter based adaptire grid ENO scheme applied to Burger's equation at

Table 8: Errors and cpu times for Adaptive and NonAdaptive computationsusing high-passfilter based adaptive grid ENO schemeapplied to Burger's equation at

t=2.5

t=
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